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Dear Chairman Miller,
As a retired Army veteran, VBA employee of nearly 17 years, a representative of employees, and
a taxpayer, it is appalling to see another initiative by the VBA that is misleading, deceptive, and
another ploy to delay the inevitable - failure for veterans and their survivors.
It is easy for the VA to dupe the public because they are unaware of what actually happens in the
foxholes of a VARO or Central Office in Washington.
Here is my response to the following article:
V. A. Aims to Reduce Its Backlog of Claims, By JAMES DAP , Published: Apni 19,200
Under pressure to reduce its immense inventory of disability claims for injured and sick
veterans, the Department of Veterans Affairs announced on Friday its plans to process
250,000 claims that are one year or older within the next six months. (Article)
•
•

•

This initiative is the first in a series of efforts to address VA's oldest claims.
VBA Letter 20-13-05, SUBJ: Guidance Regarding Special Initiative to Process Rating
Claims Pending Over Two Years, states, "This letter focuses on those rating claims
pending for over two years. Further guidance will be provided regarding claims
pending less than two years. The intent of this initiative is to work all claims pending
for more than two years within 60 days from the date of this letter.
Upon receipt of this guidance, immediately identify two-year old cases and develop an
aggressive plan to complete these cases as soon as possible but no later than 60 days
from the date of this letter.
o VAROs have been working the oldest claim for at least two years.

Here are a few questions that need to be answered:
>
>
>
>

Are 57 VAROs developing a separate plan?
How many claims are over 2 years old?
How did VBA arrival at a 60 days window to process these claims?
The VBA's Monday Morning Report now breakdowns the inventory as follows: 40
% are first time claims filers and 60% are supplemental claims filers.
• How many of the 2 years old claims are new and how many are
supplemental?
> What is the breakdown of the reasons these claims are two years old?
o Note: The evidence that maybe needed to process a compensation claim and
the timeframe to receive this evidence are as follows:
• Service Treatment Records (STRs)
• The National Personnel Records Center (NPRC) normally
responds to request for STRs within 30 days.
• The DOD has been handing off their paper Service Treatment
Records to VA since October 1996. They are stored at a VA

Records Management Center (RMC) in St Louis, MO. When a
new claim is established by a VARO these records are
normally transferred to the VARO in less than 10 days.
• Except for members of the reserve and NG who were called up
for duty and have returned to their units, the veterans who are
in the supplemental category STRs and service verification
information should already be of record.
• All NG records are handled by the State Adjutant General.
• Reserve records can be problematic because there is no
centralize State entity to contact.
Service Records
• The National Personnel Records Center (NPRC) normally
responds for request for service records within 30 days.
• In the 1990s, each of the military Services transitioned to the use
of optical imaging systems to scan and incorporate hard-copy and
digital source documents into digitized OMPF images. In 2006, the
Defense Personnel Records Informational Retrieval System
(DPRIS) DPRIS Program received the initial authority for DPRIS
web operations and began transitioning the Veterans Affairs
Regional Offices to the new online version."
http://www,prim.osd.mil/init/dpris.html
o The former USB Vice Admiral Daniel L. Cooper (Ret.)
states, "(DPRIS) has greatly improved our ability to gain
access to personnel information needed to support the
people who matter most - our veterans. Getting these
records used to take several months - now, for the veterans
who left Service in the last 10 years, we can get the
personnel records in hours." VA DPRIS Website
VA Medical Records
• If veterans have medical records at the Veterans Affairs
Medical Center (VAMC), the majority of the medical records
is digitalized and can be reviewed on-line. The others can be
requested electronically or by fax.
VA Examinations and Opinions
• They are requested electronically and the VAMC is given 45 days
to complete them.
Social Security Records
• They are requested by fax and are received on CD normally within
30 days.
Private Medical Records
• If the veteran properly identifies and provide authorization to
VBA to obtain private medical records, VA will send a letter
giving the private provider 15 days to respond. If no response
is received a follow-up letter is sent and another 15 days is
given before deciding the claim. The veteran is also notified by
letter regarding the action VA has taken. The letter will also

•

inform the veteran that he/she is ultimately responsible to
provide this information and the VA will decide the claim after
30 days if the information is not received.
Section 5103 Notice (formally VCAA notice)
• The veteran is given 30 days to respond and the veteran is
notified that the VA will decide the claim after 30 days if no
additional information is provided. The veteran is also
provided a with the notice a form that he/she can return prior to
the 30 days if he/she has no additional evidence to submit and
give VA permission to decide the claim.

This VBA Letter implies that the major problem with two years old claims is obtaining
records. A few years ago this was a problem, but not now.
Mismanagement of the VBA workload with no accountability was and still is the major
problem with claims processing. Furthermore, any experience VBA employee who knows
claims processing can tell you that focusing on one end of the claims process is claims
processing workload management suicide. Moreover, now this suicide is being assisted by
all the stakeholders.
Finally, what happen to the Transformation and the VBMS? The focus is now off these
failures to reduce the claims backlog.
"

"But on the issue of how to fix the problem, the two sides sharply diverge. The
department says its efforts to digitize records, update computer software, hire 4,000
workers, extend overtime to process claims and make changes intended to speed the
processing of claims will begin shrinking inventory by next year. In a statement, the
V.A. said those initiatives had put it on track to process all claims in less than 125
days by 2015. Change can be challenging, and we recognize that our dedicated
employees are critical to providing veterans with timely, quality benefits," the
statement said." Workers Point Finger at Their Own Agency Amid a Backlog in
Veterans'Benefits By JAMES DAO, June 15, 2012

The bottom line is veterans will continue to suffer and employees will continue to be given
unrealistic goals, poor leadership, a workplace environment that timely and accurate decisions
are not a priorities, inadequate tools, ADHOC processes that will continue to confuse and
frustrate employees. The end results will be an increase workload, more failed promises and
quick fixes.
"They've implemented so much stuff, no human can keep up with it all," said Cindy
Indof, a decision review officer who has been with the department for 20 years. Workers
Point Finger at Their Own Agency Amid a Backlog in Veterans' Benefits By JAMES
DAO, June 15, 2012

The plan calls for regional offices of the Veterans Benefits Administration to issue so-called
provisional rulings on all claims that are one year or older, provided a minimum level of
evidence has been submitted to support those claims. (Article)
If claims are given provisional approval, veterans will start receiving benefits immediately,
said Allison A. Hickey, the under secretary for benefits. Those benefits are based on ratings
that quantify the severity of a disability. If veterans believe that their ratings are too low,
they will have a year to submit additional information. (Article)
•

VBA Letter 20-13-05 - Category 2 Cases: ROs will issue "provisional" rating decisions for other
two-year old cases even if VA is still waiting for certain evidence. RVSRs will complete these
claims based on the available evidence of record as long as the appropriate Section (§) 5103
notice (formerly VCAA notice) was provided to the claimant UNLESS the following requests for
evidence are outstanding:

o These "provisional" rating decisions without appeal rights violate the veteran's
due process. When VA makes a decision on a claim, the veterans has a
constitutional right to due process.
o Secondly, in the article USB Hickey implies that these "provisional" rating will
be for benefit grants. However, they will also include denials. This means that
the veteran cannot appeal his decision until after one year when VA submits a
final decision or the veteran requests a final decision.
o These provisional decisions only serve one purpose and that is to get the cook the
VA books and "Cheat" the Veteran. A new claim will be generated when
additional evidence is received with a new claim date which will make the VA's
numbers look better. This is smoke and mirror claims processing.
o Again, the question should be asked is why are these claims two years old?
Once the year is over, the provisional rating will become final, under the new policy. From
then on, veterans will be able to challenge decisions through the existing appeals process, a
multilayered bureaucracy that can take years to adjudicate cases. (Article)
•

Here is the bureaucracy generated by the VBA letter. This ADHOC process will change
the normal process and only add more confusion and frustration as employee continue to
adjust to the new organization model that has been changing almost daily since February
2012.
• For Category 2 cases, the following procedures shall be followed:
•

•
•

Before promulgation of the decision, local Veterans Service Organizations will be
given a full 48-hours to review the rating decision. In addition, a POC (and
alternate POC) shall be designated within the Veterans Service Center so that
Service Officers can contact these individuals directly if they have questions or
concerns.
Upon promulgation of this provisional decision, clear the controlling EP.
No appeal rights will be provided to the claimant since the decision rendered is
considered a provisional decision. After one year (or earlier if the claimant
requests), the claimant will be notified that the claim has become final and

provided appeal rights. This only applies to cases worked under this special
initiative.
• Important: Be sure that any reference to "final" decision or appeal rights
notification that is generated automatically in the notification letter is removed.
• Diary the case for one year from the date of the decision. Establish Diary
Reason 39 - Review for Reevaluation.
• After the decision is issued, the completed claims should be added to the files sent
immediately for scanning. Follow the shipping instructions set forth in the
enclosure.
• If the claimant submits additional evidence or VA receives previously requested
records within the one-year time period which allows a final decision to be made,
VA will establish a new EP with a special issue "OCR - second review," clear
the diary, PCLR EP 400 if pending, and take the appropriate adjudicative actions.
• If all evidence is received at any time during the one-year period after the
provisional decision is issued, take the appropriate adjudicative action and
issue a final rating decision with appeal rights.
• In most instances, the effective date will go back to the date of claim of the earlier
EP.

• Decision Notification Criteria
•

The responsible party for preparing the decision notification for claims
processed under this special initiative must include the following special
language in the letter:

•

"We have made a decision based on a special initiative to complete your
pending claim. This is a provisional decision that is based on the evidence
currently in VA's possession. If you have additional relevant evidence
pertaining to the issues decided here that you would like us to consider, please
submit it to our office within one year of the date of this letter and we may
reconsider our decision. If you want VA to obtain evidence that you
previously told us about that was not available at the time of our decision,
tell us and we may be able to obtain this evidence.
VA has a duty to get all Federal Records.
If you want to receive a final decision with appeal rights before the one-year
provisional period ends, send VA a signed statement as follows:

•
•

"All necessary evidence was considered by VA. I request that this provisional
decision be made final."
• Note: The provisional decision was made because evidence
was missing.

Representative Jeff Miller, Republican of Florida, who is chairman of the House Veterans
Affairs Committee, has called for Ms. Rickey's resignation, and some veterans' advocates
have questioned President Obama's commitment to veterans because of the department's
inability to tame the backlog. (Article)

While this new approach sounds promising, we will be monitoring it closely to make sure
it's good policy rather than just good P.R.," Mr. Miller said in a statement. (Article)
•

As Congress has said for many years now, VA needs to look at the root of the problem of
the backlog - training, management, oversight, and technology - and work forward from
those four points to address this problem," Miller added. "Quick fixes will no longer
work, and will continue to make veterans wait months, sometimes years, on end for an
answer." http://usnews.nbcnews.com
o He got it right here.

Eric K. Shinseki, the secretary of veterans affairs, has said that the department would
eliminate the backlog in 2015, mainly by digitizing the process. But many advocates say
that is unrealistic. (Article)
•

I would like to remind all that the Benefit Delivery at Discharge (BDD) claims
(veterans filing a claim within 6 to 2 months prior to discharge) have been digitized
since 2009. All supplemental claims filed by veterans whose claims were processed
under the BDD program are processed digitally. The BDD claims and supplemental
claims are backlogged. I personally reviewed a claim this week that was a
supplemental BDD claim that was submitted in April 2012 and the 5103 notice was
not sent until February 2013. Furthermore, the mail that I was reviewing was for a
new claim dated March 2013.

In a telephone conference with reporters, Ms. Hickey said the new policy would almost
certainly cause the average time required to complete a new claim — now 286 days — to
increase temporarily, while processors focused on older claims. New claims filed on paper,
instead of digitally, may face the biggest delays, the department said. (Article)
•

The bottom line is the new Organization Model is not working and VBMS is not
ready for prime time. Again, the veterans can say, "Delay, Deny and Hope That I
Die.

Ms. Hickey also said that the department would continue to give priority status to certain
claims even if they were not one year old, including those from former prisoners of war and
veterans who are terminally ill, homeless or in financial distress. (Article)
•

VBA Letter 20-13-95 states, "It does not affect those claims that already require priority
processing (Homeless, Terminally 111, Medal of Honor recipients, Former POWs, and
Fully Developed Claims)."

She added that the department would not hire processors to expedite the older claims,
relying instead on personnel who have worked on Agent Orange claims for Vietnam
veterans. (Article)

•
•

VBA Letter 20-13-95 states, "ROs will devote all RVSRs and as many VSRs as are
needed to ensure that all two-year old claims are processed within 60 days from the date
of this letter.
Remember, in February 2012 when the employees completed the Agent Orange claims,
they began working on the backlog. These employees are now working on Quick Start
claims. Quick Start is a part of the BDD claims, but is for veterans who filed a claim less
than 60 days from discharge.

Someone needs to do the "math." If there are no new employees added to the mix, if there are
no new processes instituted to reduce the time it take to process claims, if there is no
accountability for the failed VBA leadership that created this National Disaster, if the
stakeholders are silence by this new ADHOC process, and if there is no voice for the employees
who are charged with providing timely and accurate decisions with broken tools and failed
processes, then how in the world will the claims backlog will be reduced. Using this deceptive
ADHOC process is not serving Veterans.
If there is no voice for Veterans, their survivors, and employees, veterans will continue to suffer
and employees will continue to be blamed for a failed bureaucracy that have been dealing with a
claims backlog for over 40 years. After more than 40 years of processing claims, we should be
able to get it right.
As a footnote, less we forget the some of the other claims pending as of April 13, 2013:
Pending
Over 125
%
*Death Claims (Survivor)
49,687
32,713
65.8
*Not included in the totals
How many WWIIs widow need this benefit?
Dependency:
Compensation
Pension
Burials:
Appeals:
Misc Determination (EP 290)
Compensation
Pension
**Reviews (EP 930)
Due Process (EP 600)
Compensation
Pension

189,305
10,214
60,850
248,204

139,572
5,300

73.7
51.9

81,971
17,736
28,920

61,532
7,829
25,718

75.1
44.1
88.9

23,029
7,212

51.9
38.0

44,431
18,972
700,603
Total
** Mostly compensation claims that were prematurely decided.
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